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《GREAT AMERICAN KITCH》

内容概要

　　More than just a place to prepare meals, the kitchen is at the heart of the home: It's where you gather with
family and friends to share a meal and the events of the day. Because of its status, your kitchen should reflect who
you are and how you live  and that's where the Great American Kitchens Collection can help!　　Inside you'll
find:　　·Dozens of award-winning kitchens from across the United States　　·New and remodeled spaces in
every style, from sleek contemporary to charming country, each featuring an exciting mix of materials and finishes
　　·Information on all the hottest trends, insider advice on the latest innovations in technology, and expert tips
for personalizing your kitchen　　·A bonus planning guide to help you custom-design your ideal kitchen　
　Whether you love gleaming stainless steel or beaded board or you need a space in which you can cook for a
crowd or enjoy takeout for two,you'll find hundreds of ideas to help you create a kitchen that functions well and
looks great.
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书籍目录

introductionhot stuff　The latest, greatest cooling and cooking appliances from Sub-Zero and Wolf.getting
personal　Today's most interesting kitchens declare their homeowners' tastes and interests.kitchens for the 21st
century　Kitchen design experts spot the hottest trends in the most important room in the house.throwing a curve
　Rounded forms give this high-tech,high-touch kitchen its drama.city slicker　Stainless steel and marble make a
modern statement in an urbane aparment.optical allusion　Trompe roeil floor dies give this tiny aparment kitchen
a big personality.clean machine　Gleaming finishes and a high-contrast color scheme spell sophistication.sleek as
satin　Stainless-steel appliances-and cabinets-set this kitchen aglow.sleek chic　Open to the family room, this
elegant kitchen treats cabinets as quality furniture.clearly now　Paying homage to the view, a sophisticated but
simple design creates an island of calm geometry lesson　A high-rise kitchen uses mathematical precision to
maximize living space.windows on the world　A curvaceous island provides a place to enjoy a spectacular
view.new point of view　Full-length windows bring beautiful forest views into a kitchen and family room.storage
galore　Four generous pantries provide a refined look  with Eastern overtones 66 checks in balance
Black-and-white marble flooring and cherry cabinets tweak tradition.jewel box　A petite condo kitchen is a
showcase for sleek materials and skillful space planning.　⋯⋯Contemporary in color kitchensold-world
kitchensrustic kitchensethnic kitchesall the detalis
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